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                            Abstract 

 

      In this paper, we introduce setlcsmg − , setlcsmg *− , setlcsmg **− and different 

notions of continuous function in a minimal space and biminimal space and study some of 

their properties. 

 

Keywords: Xm -structure, setlcsmg − , setlcsmg *− , setlcsmg **− , S*MGLC-

irresolute, S*MGLC- continuity,S*MGLC*-irresolute,S*MGLC*-continuity, S*MGLC**-

irresolute,S*MGLC**-continuity, ( )ji, - smg - lc -set, ( )ji, - smg - lc *-set, ( )ji, - smg -

lc **set. 

 

1. Introduction      

 
  According to Bourbaki[2], a subset of a topological space X is locally closed if it is the 

intersection of an open set and a closed set. The notion of locally closed sets in a 

topological space was introduced by Bourbaki[2]. By using the concept of a locally closed  
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set, Ganster and Reilly[4] further studied the properties of locally closed sets and 

introduced LC-irresoluteness, LC-continuity and sub-LC-continuity and discussed some 

properties of these functions. Balachandran[1] et al. introduced the concept of generalized 

locally closed sets and GLC-continuous functions and investigated some of their 

properties. 
   In this paper, we introduce and investigate the concept of strongly minimal generalized 

locally closed set in minimal space and biminimal space and the classes of S*MGLC-

continuous maps and S*MGLC-irresolute maps, S*MGLC*-continuous maps and 

S*MGLC*-irresolute maps, S*MGLC**-continuous maps and S*MGLC**-irresolute 

maps.  

 

 

 2. Preliminaries 

We recall the following definitions which are prerequisite for this paper. 

Definition 2.1:[5]  A subfamily Xm of the power set ( )XP  of a nonempty set X is called a 

minimal structure(briefly m-structure) on X  if   Xm∈φ and    XmX ∈  
    By ( )XmX ,  , we denote a non-empty set X with a minimal structure  Xm  on X and call 

it an m -space.Each member of  Xm  is said to be  Xm -open and the complement of a Xm -

open set is said to be Xm -closed. 
Definition 2.2:[5] Let X be a non empty set and Xm  an m-structure on X. For a subset A 

of X, the Xm  closure of A and the Xm  interior of A are defined in [8] as follows: ( ) , XmX  

   (1) ( ) { }XX mAclm ∈⊂∩=− F-XF,A:F    

   (2) ( ) { }XX mAm ∈⊂∪=− UA,U:F   int  

Definition 2.3:[5] A minimal structure Xm  on a nonempty set X is said to have property B 

if the union of any family of subsets belong to Xm . 

Lemma 2.4:[8]  Let X be a nonempty set and Xm a minimal structure on X satisfying 

property B. For a subset A of X, the following properties hold: 

    ( )  XmA  ∈i  if and only if ( ) AAmX    int =−  

    ( ) A  ii  is Xm -closed if and only if ( ) AAclmX    =−  

     ( ) ( ) XmAiii ∈− intm  X  and ( )  AclmX − is Xm -closed. 

Definition2.5:[7] Let ( )XmX ,  be an m -space. A subset A of X is said to be  minimal 

generalized closed(mg-closed) if  ( ) GAclmX ⊆−    whenever A ⊆  G and G is Xm -open.  
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Definition 2.6:[9] Let ( )XmX ,  be an m -space. A subset A of X is said to be strongly 

minimal generalized closed(smg-closed) if  ( ) GAclmX ⊆−    whenever A ⊆  G and G is 

mg-open. The complement of an smg-closed set is called a smg-open set in ( )XmX , . 

Definition 2.7:[6] Let YXf →:  be  a function, where X is a nonempty set with a 

minimal structure Xm  and Y is a topological space. The function  YXf →:  is said to be 

continuousm −  if for each Xx ∈  and each open set V of Y containing  )(xf ,there exists 

a subset XmU ∈  containing x such that ( ) VUf ⊂  

Definition 2.8:[6] Let ( )XmX ,  be an m -space and Xm  an m -structure on X. A subset A 

is called Xm -locally closed (briefly setlcm −  )if  FUA ∩= ,where XmU ∈  and F is 

Xm -closed. 

Definition 2.9:[10] A map ( ) ( )YX mYmXf ,.,: →  is called strongly minimal generalized 

closed (strongly mg-closed) map if for each closed set F in X, f(F) is a strongly mg-closed 

set in Y 

Definition 2.10:[10] A map YXf →:  is called a strongly minimal generalized open 

map(strongly mg-open) map if f(U) is strongly mg-open in Y for every open set U in X. 

 

3. Strongly Minimal Generalized Locally Closed Set 
 

        In this section, we introduce some  new decompositions in minimal structure called  

setlcsmg − , setlcsmg *− , setlcsmg **− and also some of its properties. 

Definition 3.1:A subset S of ( )XmX ,  is said to be minimal generalized locally closed set 

( setlcmg − ) if S=A ∩ B where A is mg-open in X and B  is mg-closed in X. MGLC(X) 

denotes the class of all setslcmg −  in X. 

Definition 3.2:A subset S of  X is called strongly minimal generalized locally closed set 

( setlcsmg − ) if S=A ∩ B where A is strongly mg-open in X and B is strongly mg-closed 

in X. S*MGLC(X) denotes the class of all strongly setslcmg − in X. 

Theorem 3.3:If a subset S of X is Xm -locally closed, then it is strongly minimal 

generalized locally closed. 

Proof: Let S=P ∩ Q, where P is mX -open and Q is Xm  -closed in X. Since every Xm  -open 

set is strongly mg-open and every Xm -closed set is smg- closed, S is strongly minimal 

generalized locally closed set in X. 

Remark 3.4: The converse of the above theorem  need not be true as seen from the 

following example. 
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Example 3.5: Consider the minimal space mX = {φ , X,{a},{a, b}}. Then the set {a, c} is 

smg- locally closed but  not  Xm  -locally closed. 

Theorem 3.6:If a subset S of X is smg- locally closed in X, then S is mg-locally closed. 

Proof: Let S=P ∩ Q, where P is smg-open and Q is smg-closed in X. Since smg-open 

implies mg-open and smg-closed implies mg-closed, S is mg- locally closed set in X. 

Remark 3.7: The converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen from the 

following example. 

Example 3.8:Let X={a, b, c} with mX ={φ , X, {b}}. Then {a} is mg- locally closed but is 

not smg-locally closed. 

 Theorem 3.9: If A is strongly minimal generalized locally closed in X and B is strongly 

mg-open in X, then A ∩ B is strongly minimal generalized locally closed in X. 

Proof: There exists a strongly mg-open set P and a strongly mg-closed set Q such that 

A=P ∩ Q. Now A ∩ B= (P ∩ Q) ∩ B=(P ∩ B) ∩ Q. Since P ∩ B is strongly mg- open, 

A ∩ B is strongly minimal generalized locally closed in X. 

Definition  3.10: A subset S of a minimal space X is called strongly minimal glc*-set (or 

S ∈ S*MGLC*(X,τ) ) if S=P ∩ Q where P is smg- open and Q is Xm  -closed in X. 

S*MGLC*(X) denotes the class of all strongly minimal glc* sets in X. 

Definition  3.11: A subset S of a minimal space X is called strongly minimal glc**-set if 

S=P ∩ Q where P is Xm  -open  and Q is smg -closed in X. S*MGLC**(X) denotes the 

class of all strongly minimal glc** sets in X. 

Proposition 3.12: Let S be a subset of (X, Xm ). 

 (i) If S is Xm  - locally closed, then  S∈S*MGLC*(X, Xm ) and S∈S*MGLC**(X, Xm  ) 

but the converse need not be true. 

(ii) If S∈S*MGLC*(X, Xm ) or S∈S*MGLC**(X, Xm ), then S is minimal generalized 

locally closed set. 

Proof:  The proof follows from the definitions 3.10 and 3.11. 

The  converse of (i) need not be true as it can be seen from the following example. 

Example 3.13:Let X={a, b, c} with Xm  ={φ , X,{b},{a, c}} then MLC(X, Xm )={ φ , 

X,{b},{a, c}} and S*MGLC*(X, Xm ) =S*MGLC**(X, Xm )=MGLC(X, Xm )=P(X) 

Theorem 3.14:If A is strongly minimal glc*-set in X and B  is strongly mg open (or 

closed) then A∩B is strongly minimal glc*-set in X. 

Proof: Since A is strongly minimal glc* set, there exist a smg -open set P and a Xm -closed 

set Q such that A=P ∩ Q.Now, A ∩ B= ((P ∩ Q) ∩ B)=(P ∩ B) ∩ Q. Since P ∩ B is 

strongly mg -open (smg -open) and Q is Xm -closed, A ∩ B is strongly minimal glc*-set. In  
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the case of B being a Xm -closed set, we have, A ∩ B = (P ∩ Q) ∩ B=P ∩  (Q ∩ B).Since P 

is smg -open and  Q ∩ B is Xm -closed, A ∩ B is a strongly minimal glc*-set. 

Theorem 3.15: A subset A of a topological space X is strongly minimal glc* if and only if 

there exists a smg -open set P such that A=P ∩ ( )AclmX −  

Proof:  Assume that A is a strongly glc* set, there exists a smg -open set P and a Xm -

closed set Q such that A=P ∩ Q.    Since  A ⊆ Q and Q is Xm -closed, A ⊆ ( )AclmX − ⊆ Q. 

Then A ⊆ P and A ⊆ ( )AclmX − , and hence A ⊆ P ∩ ( )AclmX − . To prove the reverse 

inclusion, let x∈P ∩ mX- cl(A).Then x∈P and x∈  ( )AclmX − ⊆ Q and so x∈P ∩ Q=A. 

Hence P ∩ ( )AclmX − ⊆ A .Therefore A=P ∩ ( )AclmX − . Conversely assume that there 

exist a smg -open set P such that A=P ∩  ( )AclmX − . Now P is smg- open set and 

( )AclmX −  is closed. Therefore A is a strongly minimal glc* set. 

Theorem 3.16:If A and B are strongly minimal glc* sets in a minimal space X then A ∩ B 

is strongly minimal glc* in X. 

Proof: From the assumptions, there exist smg -open sets P and Q such that A=P ∩  

( )AclmX −  and B=Q ∩ ( )BclmX − . Then A ∩ B=(P ∩ Q) ∩ ( Xm  -cl(A) ∩ Xm  -

cl(B)).Since P ∩ Q is smg-open set and ( )AclmX − ∩  ( )BclmX −   is closed , A ∩ B is 

strongly minimal glc*. 

Definition 3.17:  For a space  (X, Xm ),  let 

{ }XinsetclosedsmgisAandXAADS −⊆= :
*

    

 Definition 3.18:  For any E ⊆ X, define  { }**
: SS DAEAC ∈⊆=   

Lemma 3.19: If E ⊆ X, then E ( ) ( )EclmEC XS −⊆⊆
*

 

Proof: Since every Xm  –closed is smg-closed, the proof follows. 

Remark 3.20: Both containment relations in the lemma 3.19 may be proper. Consider the 

minimal space X={a,b,c} with minimal structure { }{ }baXmX ,,,φ= . Then 

{ }( ) { }caaC S ,
*

= Since the only smg-closed superset of {a} are {a,c} and X, while 

{ }( ) XaAclmX =− )( . That is,.{ } { }( ) { }( )aclmaCa XS −⊆⊆
*

. 

Theorem 3.21: If a subset A of a minimal space  is **lcsmg − , then there exists a 
Xm –

open set  ( )ACPA S *∩=  

Proof: By definition, there exists an 
Xm –open set P holds, we have 

( )ACPQPA S *∩⊃∩= and smg-closed set Q  such that QPA ∩= .Since PA ⊆  and  
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( )ACA S *⊆  ,we have  ( )ACPA S *∩⊆ .Conversely, let ( )ACPx S *∩∈ .Since 

( ) QACS ⊆*  holds, we have ( )ACPQPA S *∩⊃∩=  and hence ( )ACPA S *∩=  

 

  

4. S*MGLC- continuous fuctions and  S*MGLC-irresolute functions 

       In this section, we introduce a new class of mappings called MLC-continuous ,MLC-

irresolute,S*MGLC-continuous, S*MGLC irresolute, S*MGLC*-continuous, S*MGLC*- 

irresolute, S*MGLC**-continuous, S*MGLC**- irresolute and also we studied some of its 

properties. 

Definition 4.1:A function f: X→Y is called 

(i)MLC-continuous(respectively MGLC-continuous)  if 
 ( ) )(1

XMLCvf ∈−

(respectively 

( ) )(1
XMGLCvf ∈−

 ) for each  Xm -open set V in Y(respectively mg-open set in Y) 

 (ii) MLC-irresolute (respectively MGLC-irresolute)  if 
 ( ) )(1

XMLCvf ∈−

(respectively 

( ) )(1
XMGLCvf ∈−

 )for each  V∈MLC(Y) (respectively for each  V∈MGLC(Y)) 

Definition 4.2:A function f: X→Y is called 

(i)S*MGLC-irresolute if f
 ( ) )(*1

XMGLCSvf ∈−

 for each V∈S*MGLC(Y). 

(ii) S*MGLC- continuous if  ( ) )(*1
XMGLCSvf ∈−

 for each mX -open set V in Y. 

Definition 4.3:A function f: X→Y is called 

 (i)S*MGLC*-irresolute(respectively S*MGLC**-irresolute) if  ( ) )(**1
XMGLCSvf ∈−

 

(respectively ( ) )*(**1
XMGLCSvf ∈−

) for each V∈S*MGLC*(Y) (respectively for each 

V∈S*MGLC**(Y)). 

(ii) S*MGLC*-continuous (respectively S*MGLC**- continuous) if 

( ) )(**1
XMGLCSvf ∈−

(respectively   ( ) )*(**1
XMGLCSvf ∈−

) for each  m X -open set 

V in Y(respectively for each  m X -open set V in Y). 

Theorem 4.4:If a function f: X→Y is MLC continuous then it is S*MGLC- continuous but 

not conversely. 

Proof: Assume that f is MLC continuous. Let V be an Xm -open set in Y. Then ( )vf 1−  is 

Xm - locally closed. But Xm  - locally closed sets are smg- locally closed sets, therefore 

( )vf 1−
∈S*MGLC(X) and so f  is S*MGLC continuous. 

Remark 4.5:The converse of  the above theorem  need not be true as seen from the 

following example. 

Example 4.6: Let X=Y ={a,b,c}, Xm ={ },{,, baXϕ } Define f: (X, Xm )→(Y, Ym ) as 

f(a)=b,f(b)=c,f(c)=a. Then f is not MLC- continuous  because {a b} is open in Y but 
1−f {a,b} ={b,c}  is not m-locally closed in Y.  Clearly f is *S MGLC- continuous. 
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Theorem 4.7: If f:X→Y from a space X into a space Y is *S MGLC-irresolute, then it is  
*S MGLC- continuous. 

Proof: Let V be Xm –open in Y. Since every Xm -open set is smg-open and every smg-open 

set is strongly minimal generalized locally closed set, V ∈ S*MGLC(X) since f is 

S*MGLC-irresolute, ( )∈− vf 1 *S MGLC(X).  Therefore f is *S MGLC continuous. 

Remark 4.8: The converse of  the above theorem  need not be true as seen from the 

following example. 

Example 4.9: Let X=Y ={a,b,c}, Xm ={ }{,, bXϕ } , Ym ={ },{},{,, cabYϕ } Let f: (X, 

Xm )→(Y, Ym ) be the identity function. Then f is S*MGLC- continuous  but not 

S*MGLC-irresolute since {a} is smg-lc in Y but not in X. 

Remark 4.10:From the above observations , we have the following implications: 

(i)  MLC-continuity            *S MGLC continuity 

 

 (ii) *S MGLC-irresoluteness            *S MGLC- continuity 

 

Theorem 4.11: For a subset S of (X,), the following are equivalent; 

(i)S∈S*MGLC*(X,τ). 

(ii)S=P∩ ( )SclmX −  for some smg-open set P. 

(iii) ( ) SSclmX −−  is smg-closed. 

(iv)SU(X- ( )SclmX − ) is smg-open. 

Proof: (i)→(ii) There exists a smg-open set P and a Xm -closed set F such that S=P∩F. 

Since S ⊂ P and S ⊂ ( )SclmX − , S ⊂ P∩ ( )SclmX − . conversely since ( )SclmX − ⊂ F, we 

haveS=P∩F ⊃  P∩ ( )SclmX − . Therefore, we have S=P∩ ( )SclmX − . 

(ii)→(i) Since P is smg-open and ( )SclmX −  is Xm -closed, 

P∩ ( )SclmX − *S∈ MGLC*(X,τ) by definition 3.7 

(ii)→iii) It follows from assumption that  ( ) SSclmX −− = ( ) ( )PXSclmX −∩−  is smg-

closed. 

(iii)→(ii) Let U=X-( ( ) SSclmX −− ) By assumption, U is smg-open and S=U∩ ( )SclmX −  

holds 

(iii)→(iv) Let F= ( ) SSclmX −− . Then, SU(X- ( )SclmX − ) is smg-open, since 

X-F=SU(X- ( )SclmX − ) holds and X-F is smg-open. 

(iv)→(iii) Let U=SU(X- ( )SclmX − ).Then X-U is smg-closed and X-U = ( ) SSclmX −−  

holds. 
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5. Smg- Locally Closed sets in Biminimal Spaces 

 
    In this section, we introduce new sets called  ( )ji, - smg - lc -set, ( )ji, - smg - lc *-set, 
( )ji, - smg - lc **set   and also we studied some of  its properties. 

Definition 5.1: A subset A of a biminimal space ( )21 ,, mmX is said to be 

(a) ( )ji, -smg- locally closed set(briefly ( )ji, - smg - lc -set) if FGA ∩= where G is im -

smg-open set and F is jm -smg-closed set in X. 

(b) ( )ji, -smg- locally closed* set(briefly ( )ji, - smg - lc *-set) if FGA ∩= where G is 

im -smg-open set and F is jm -closed set in X. 

(c) ( )ji, -smg- locally closed** set(briefly ( )ji, - smg - lc **-set) if FGA ∩= where G is 

im -open  and F is jm -smg-closed set in X. 

Remark 5.2: (a)The class of all ( )ji, -smg- locally closed sets in ( )21 ,, mmX  is denoted by 

( )ji, -S*MGLC ( )21 ,, mmX . 

(b)The class of all ( )ji, -smg- locally closed* sets in ( )21 ,, mmX is denoted by ( )ji, -

S*MGLC* ( )21 ,, mmX . 

(c)The class of all ( )ji, -smg- locally closed** sets in ( )21 ,, mmX is denoted by ( )ji, -

S*MGLC** ( )21 ,, mmX  
Example 5.3: Let X= {a,b,c}, Xm ,{1 φ= ,{a,b}} and Xm ,{2 φ= ,{a}}.Then 1m -smg-open 

sets in ( )21 ,, mmX  are X,{φ ,{a},{b},{a,b}} and   2m -smg-open sets in ( )21 ,, mmX  are 

X,{φ ,{b,c}}. 

(a) ( )ji, - smg - lc -sets in ( )21 ,, mmX  are X,{φ ,{a},{b},{a,b}} 

(b) ( )ji, - smg - lc *-sets in ( )21 ,, mmX  are X,{φ ,{a},{b},{a,b},{b,c}} 

(c) ( )ji, - smg - lc **-sets in ( )21 ,, mmX  are X,{φ ,{a},{a,b}}. 

Remark 5.4: Every ( )ji, -smg- locally closed set in ( )21 ,, mmX  are  not  jm -closed in 

general as it can be seen from the following example. 

Example 5.5: In example 5.3, {b} is ( )ji, -smg-locally closed set in ( )21 ,, mmX , but {b} 

is not  jm -closed in ( )21 ,, mmX . 

Remark 5.6: Every ( )ji, -smg- locally closed set in ( )21 ,, mmX  are  not  im -open  in 

general as it can be seen from the following example. 

Example 5.7: In example 5.3, {a} is ( )ji, -smg-locally closed set in ( )21 ,, mmX , but {a} is 

not  im -open in ( )21 ,, mmX . 

Theorem  5.8: In any biminimal space ( )21 ,, mmX , 
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(i) ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC* ( )⇒21,, mmX ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  

(ii) ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC** ( )⇒21,, mmX ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  

(iii) jmA ∈ -S*MGC ( )⇒21,, mmX ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  

(iv) imA ∈ -S*MGO ( )⇒21,, mmX ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  

Proof: (i) Since A is ( )ji, -smg- locally closed* subset in ( )21 ,, mmX , we have 

FGA ∩= where G is im -smg-open set and F is jm -closed set in X. Since every jm -

closed sets are  jm -smg-closed in ( )21 ,, mmX , we have ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  

 (ii) Since A is ( )ji, -smg- locally closed**subset in ( )21 ,, mmX ,and every  im -open sets 

are im -smg-open sets in  ( )21 ,, mmX ,hence ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  

 (iii)Since XAA ∩= and  A is  jm -smg-closed and X  is  im -smg-open in ( )21 ,, mmX , 

we have ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX  
(iv) Since XAA ∩= and  A is  im -smg-open and X  is  jm -smg-closed in ( )21 ,, mmX , 

we have ( )jiA ,∈ -S*MGLC ( )21,, mmX . 

Remark 5.9: The converses of (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) of the above theorem are not true in 

general as can be seen from the following example. 

Example 5.10: Let X= {a,b,c,d}, Xm ,{1 φ= ,{a},{a,b}} and Xm ,{2 φ= ,{a},{c,d}}.Then 

{a,b,d} is ( )ji, -smg-locally closed in ( )21 ,, mmX  but not ( )ji, -smg-locally closed* in 

( )21 ,, mmX  

Example 5.11: In the biminimal structure  ( )21 ,, mmX of example 5.3, {b} is ( )ji, -smg-

locally closed set in ( )21 ,, mmX , but not  ( )ji, -smg-locally closed** set in ( )21 ,, mmX .  

Example 5.12: In the biminimal structure  ( )21 ,, mmX of example 5.10,{a} is ( )ji, -smg-

locally closed in ( )21 ,, mmX  but not jm -smg closed in ( )21 ,, mmX and {a,b,c}  is ( )ji, -

smg-locally closed in ( )21 ,, mmX  but not im -smg-open in ( )21 ,, mmX    
Remark 5.13: From the above observations, we have the following implications. 

                                                

                                          ( )ji, - smg - lc **-set 
 

 

( )ji, - smg - lc *set             ( )ji, - smg - lc -set                    jm -smg-closed 

    

                                                            

                                                 jm -smg-open 
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